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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This paper deals with two new functions which are referred to here as 
“secondary zeta-functions.” These functions are derived from Dirichlet 
series involving the logarithms of powers of prime in one case, and the non- 
trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta-function in the other. The two secondary 
zeta-functions are shown to be related by a formula analogous to the func- 
tional equation of the Riemann zeta-function itself. 
The possibility of the existence of such functions was suggested by A. P. 
Guinand [2], who showed that such results would follow from the assumption 
of the Riemann hypothesis. If the Riemann hypothesis is true and p = + + + 
runs through the complex zeros of t(s), then the two functions defined by 
wherep runs through the prime numbers and m through the positive integers, 
and 
=w) = c P (1.2) 
Y>O 
have analytic continuations which are connected by the functional equation 
Z,(s) - r(1 - s) (21-S - 2-57(1 - s) - (2-S - 4) ((1 - s)} 
= - 2r(l - s) sin &s7r Z,( 1 - s), (1.3) 
where 
r)(s)= f (- I)"@ + I)-" = 1-s - 3-s + 5-s - **., 
n=o 
Re(s) > 1. 
If the Riemann hypothesis is assumed to be true, then by using Von Koch’s 
result ([3], p. 83-84), it can be shown that the limit involved in the definition 
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of Z,(S) is finite if Re(s) > 2 and the right-side of the equation (1.1) is true. 
Similarly, by Littlewood’s result ([3], p. lOO), the limit in question is possibly 
finite if Re(s) > 0 and the right-side is true. If, however, the Riemann hypo- 
thesis is false, then the limit involved in (1.1) does not exist for any value 
of s. Consequently, it is of interest to find definitions of functions corres- 
ponding to Z,(s) and Z,(s) which d o not depend on any as yet unproven 
hypothesis. 
In this paper we shall show that without the Riemann hypothesis we can 
define a similar pair of functions &,(s) and &(s) and that these functions have 
analytic continuations which are connected by a functional equation similar 
to the functional Eq. (1.3) connecting Z,(s) and Z,,(s). The method that we 
shall use in order to arrive at these results will be based on that of F. V. 
Atkinson [l] who used the notion of modified Abel summability to give a 
significance to the series Cl1 p(n) rz-+ and to derive its functional equation, 
p(n) being the number of unrestricted partions of 7t into positive integers. 
For convenience of notation, we make the convention throughout that 
4 + ir shall run through the complex zeros of c(s). Thus, some values of y 
will be complex if the Riemann hypothesis is false. Furthermore, if multiple 
zeros of c(s) exist, then terms in sums over y shall occur in their appropriate 
order of multiplicity. We also use the usual notation: 
44 = logp, if n is a power of the prime p, that is, if 71 = pm, 
= 0, otherwise. 
This paper consists of this introduction and two sections. In the section 
following the introduction, the method of contour integration is used to 
deduce a “modular” equation that will be required for establishing the 
functional equation between the secondary zeta-functions c,(s) and t,(s). In 
the next and last section, the secondary zeta-functions are defined without 
assuming the Riemann hypothesis and a functional equation connecting them 
is established. 
2. PROOF OF THE REQUIRED “MODULAR" EQUATION 
If Re(x) > 0, the Mellin transform of e-+z(l@z” is 
s 
m e-t”(lo~~)eX8-l dx . 
0 
On putting x = et, this becomes 
f 
m 
* e-)zt2+st dt = 
I 
e-tz[t-(s/z)Js+sa/2z & 
-co -m 
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On putting d/x (t - s/z) = u and rotating the line of integration, this 
becomes 
es~/2% m 
l/z j-, e-tu’ du = & @Pz. 
Hence, by the Mellin inversion formula 
z;; z 
2-i s 
c+iCO 
ya12zX-8 ds = e-$zUo@)2 , for c 3 0 and for all x > 0. (2.1) 
c--im 
Now consider the integral 
Since 
converges for Re(s) > 1 and the integral 
s 
CfiW 
esal2z ds 
c-im 
converges absolutely, (2.2) is equal to 
(2.3) 
Now, it is known ([3], p, 71) that there exists a sequence of numbers 
T, , Ts 3..., such that m < T, < m + 1, (m = 2, 3,...); and 
< A log2 t, [- 1 < Re(s) < 2, t = T,]. 
We take a rectangular contour C(- 1 f iT, , 1 f iT,,) and consider 
the integral 
(2.4) 
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The poles of [‘I< (4 + s) inside the contour are at s = 4 and s $- 4 = p with 
residues - 1 and + 1, respectively, the other poles of c/l (4 + s) occurring at 
s + Q = - 2n, (n = 1,2,3 ,... ), all being outside the contour taken. (If, 
however, multiple zeros of c(s) exist, then the residue at s = p - 4 will be 
equal to the multiplicity of the zero at “p”). 
Hence, (2.4) is equal to 
#32 - 2 x - 
.a O<Re(y)<Tnr (2.5) 
Now, on s = a + iT, , we have ([3], p. 71) 
I$(g+s)/<Alog2m, for -l<u<l. 
Also, if a = x + iy, x > 0, then 
eSai2* = 0(exP [ - xTm2+21yI Tm 2tx2 + y2) 11 as m-+co, (-l<u<l). 
Hence, the integral on the horizontal parts of the contour must vanish as 
m -+ co and we are left with only 
Writing - s for s, this becomes 
(2.6) 
Now, by logarithmic differentiation of the functional equation of 5(s), it 
follows that 
5’ i 1 5’ 1 - __ 5 2 s 1 =-T ( 2+s 1 +1oga 
- + ]$ (+ + + s) + $ (a - + s) 1 . (2.7) 
Setting this in (2.6), the first term gives 
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as before. The term log v gives 
A$ im 
27ri J 
(logn es2/2z) ds = e-@/22 & -_ iog 71. 12.9) 
l-in 
And lastly, we have to consider 
The only pole of the integrand in the strip 0 < Re(s) < 1 is at s = 4 with 
residue 2e1/sZ. Hence, (2.10) becomes 
Now by Binet’s formula ([4], p. 248) 
Hence, the second member in (2.11) is equal to 
- dinz --m e-ta’2z dt o u s 
03 m 
I( 
e-” esu cos -& tu -- e” _ 1 1 du 
---&)du - j;(q-G)du. (2.12) 
The second integral in (2.12) can be written as 
I= r e-)zd 0 - e-U% du + jm e-%’ ; e-% du. U 0 
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By Frullani’s integral formula, the first integral in I is equal to & log 5. 
The second integral in I is evaluated as follows: 
I 
m pa _ pl 
0 u 
du = lj+~ ; (e-“* - e-~) u~-l du 
= l)n{Iy~ s) - Q)) 
= lim q1 + 4 s) - T(l + S) 
S-10 s 
= - $ F’(l) = $ c, 
where C is the Euler’s constant. 
Therefore, 
(2.13) 
The expression (2.11) now becomes 
- $ el/Sz +$- C + + log : - 1: e-fzu’ (i - A) & (2.14) 
Finally, using (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.14) with (2.5) (with m - co), we 
get a “modular” equation: 
Hence, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. If Re(z) > 0, then we have the “modular” equation: 
409/3='/2-4 
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where p runs through the prime numbers, m through the positive integers, -2 + iy 
through the nontrivial zeros of s(s) and C is the Euler’s constant. 
REMARK. We call Eq. (2.15) a “modular” equation because of its resem- 
blance to the “modular” transformation of the theta-function([4],~.475-476). 
3. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION OF THE SECONDARY ZETA-FUNCTIONS 
Putting 
and 
the “modular” Eq. (2.15) of the last section can be written as: 
Whence, 
If h > 0 and Re(s) > 0, then the integral 
s 
m t+-W,(t + h) dt 
0 
is equal to 
2bsr g 2 $9 ( > n==l fi 
(log n)-8 e-YNOgn)2e 
(3.3) 
We now split the range of integration (0, 00) in (3.3) into (0, 1) and (1, co). 
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As h -+ + 0, the integral 
tends to 
s a2 t++-lOp(t  h) dt 1 
I 
cc 
t”“-%J9(t) dt. (3.5) 
1 
Over the interval (0, l), using (3.1) with t + h in place of x, we find that the 
integral 
s 
l 2+-10p(t + h) dt 
0 
is equal to 
+ fir j1 ti+#W+h) -mm& 
0 
+ + 1: tis-1 dt 1; e-i(t+h)u’ (; - A) du - $ (C + log 8n2). 
Now, as h -+ + 0, the first integral in (3.6) tends to 
s m t-““-+@,,(t) dt. 1 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The second integral tends to 
I 
co 
t+-l log t dt. 
1 
Integrating this by part and observing that the integrated term vanishes for 
Re(s) > 0, we see that the second integral tends to 
4 
--. 
s2 
The fourth integral in (3.6) tends to 
(3.8) 
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Hence, making h - + 0 and using (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9), we obtain from 
(3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) the following equation: 
= 
s 
O” t+s-l@,(t) dt - 
1 s 
m t-‘“-“@,(t) dt - & (C + log 8$) - 
1 
Next, we consider the integral 
s 
a, tfs-WY(t + h) dt. 
0 
For h > 0 and Re(s) > 0, this is equal to 
2+3q3 s) ar 2 y-wt~2~. 
Re(v)>o 
-. 1 7’ (3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Again we split the range of integration in (3.11) into (0, 1) and (1, a~). 
As h + + 0, the integral 
tends to 
s 
M t+-lO,,(t + h) dt 
1 
I 
x, 
t”“-l@y(t) dt. (3.13) 
1 
Over the interval (0, I), using (3.2) with t + h in place of a, we find that 
the integral 
is equal to 
s 
1 
tis-W,,(t + h) dt 
0 
f 
1 dt - 
0 
t+ltqt + h) -J--q - + ___- 
I 
’ t*s-l{C + log 8m2(t + h)} dt o 
2/t + h 
+ 4% 
s 
l tfs-l&lt+h) dt (3.14) 
0 
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Making now h -+ + 0 and putting l/t for t, the expression (3.14) without the 
second term can be written as 
+ + 1; t-is-: dt 1; e-ftu’ (; - --/+) du. (3.15) 
If Re(s) > 1, the second member of (3.14) converges as h -+ + 0 and tends to 
that is, to 
t+*{C + log 87r2t} dt, 
& (C + 1s f37r2) + & - 
For 0 < Re(s) < 1, we can write the second member as 
- $ (C + log 87~~) Ki - ; K, , 
where 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
1 t+s-1 
- KI = o .\/t + h dt I and K2 = f 
1 t*s-1 
- log(t + h) dt. 
o.\/t+h 
On putting t = hu, KI can be written as 
&-1 
h;"-i *-.-.-- 
s 
- o d/lfu du - 1 " s + O(h), as h++O. (3.18) 
Putting now u = t/(1 - t) in the integral in (3.18), it becomes 
s 
1 
tt+'(l - Q-,-i &, 
0 
which has the value 
Therefore, 
KI = hi”-‘r(g s) I-‘(& - 4 s)/& - & + O(h), as h++O. 
(3.19) 
We deal with K2 in a similar way: 
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On putting t = hu, K, becomes 
s 
1,'h 
Kl logh + hi”-* d-1 log(1 + U) &. (3.20) 
0 
The second member in (3.20) can be written as 
his-$ m ufs-1 log(1 + u) du 
0 d/l+24 
- hfs-f 
s 
m z&-l log(1 + U) (-- &; - -j==) du (3.21) 
l/h 
s 
co 
- his-t d-+ log( 1 + u) du. 
l/h 
On putting u = l/t - 1, the first term in (3.21) becomes 
- h;“-; 1 t-‘“-‘(I - t)fs-1 log t dt, 
0 
which has the value 
- h;“-,r + - + 
where C is the Euler’s constant. 
The second term in (3.21) is of the order 
O(h logh), as h--++O. 
Integrating by parts, the third term in (3.21) can be written as 
2 logh 
------&+0(h), as h-+-to. 1 --s 
Hence, altogether, we have 
K*= K,logh -h 
(3.22) 
2 logh 
t- 1 --s - & + 0th W9, as 
h-+0. 
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If we now substitute for Kr and Ks from (3.19) and (3.22) in (3.17), the 
second member of (3.14) becomes, for 0 < Re(s) < 1: 
1 
- log 2Gh 
(3.23) 
+ 2(1 - s) 
-!- (C + log 8G) + &z + W lo& 
Hence, making h -+ + 0 and using (3.15), (3.16) and (3.23), we obtain from 
(3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), for Re(s) > 0 the following equation: 
- &-lo jzW(+ s) d% Re(v)>O y-%-+v2h - Z(s, h)) 1 
t-is-Q+Pt dt + + s otis-;dtlo-:td(t-~~)du 1 
(3.24) 
s 
m 
czz t-?++@,(t) dt - 
1 s 
co t+“-I@&) & - 
1 
&,,(C + log 8n2) - A2, 
(3.25) 
Now, the right side of (3.24) becomes the same as the right side of (3.10), 
if s is replaced by 1 - s in the right side of (3.24). Also, the integrals in the 
right sides have analytic continuations for all s # 0, 1. Hence, if $,(s) and 
&y(s) represent the left sides of (3.10) and (3.24), respectively, then I&(S) 
and &,(s) will have analytic continuations which are connected by the func- 
tional equation 
tw) = ?w - 4, (3.26) 
In the resulting functional Eq. (3.26), we can combine the two double 
integrals on the left sides of Eqs. (3.10) and (3.24) into a single integral 
This can be written as 
1 O3 
-2-o s 
tt’-‘d++‘(fi- ’ )d” 
sinh 4 u 
(3.27) 
1 * -- 
s 2 0 
t?s-1 dt 
f 
ytu2 du I 
0 &s-&i’ 
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The first integral in (3.27) is equal to 
m 1 S( I --- sinh x x-8 dx z - s m x-5 dx 0 x o sinh x 
= - 2I-y 1 - s) f (2n + 1),-r 
n=o 
= - 2r(l - S) (1 - 28-l) [(l - S). 
Hence, the first integral in (3.27) has the value 
- 2a-Ny1 - S) r(* S) (1 - 28-l) ((1 - S). 
The second integral in (3.27) is equal to 
Now, 
2l-@I’(& s) 1: sech x x-6 dx. 
i 
m sech x x+ dx = 28Q1 - S) 2 (- ‘)” 
0 n=o (+I + w* 
= 2Iyl - S) T(l - S). 
Hence, the second integral in (3.27) has the value 
2a-+“r(l - S) r(& S) T(l - S). 
Thus (3.27) becomes 
- 2l-*“r(l - s) F($ S) {( 1 - 28-l) ((1 - S) + v(l - S)}. 
We can also combine the remaining two simple integrals on the left sides 
of (3.10) and (3.24) into a single integral 
co dt 
-. 
0 
tfs-lel/O(t+h) l/t + h 
On putting x = l/t - l/(t + h), it becomes 
(3.28) 
hts-@Ph 
s 
l/h 
&-l(1 - hx)-9-t g---ts dx. 
0 
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Putting hx = y again, the integral in the above expression can be written as 
s ’ y+s-l(l _ y)-‘s-i e--y/ah dy, 0 
and this is equal to 
Thus the integral (3.28) can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric series as 
h+s-*el~shT(+ - i$ s) r(g s)F,(& s, 4; - & h)/TG. 
We now define “the secondary zeta-functions” c,(s) and &,(s) as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. For Re(s) > 0, we define: 
where 
and 
f(s, h) = h*s-fel~shF($ - i$ s) r(& s)Fl($ s, Q; - $ h)/G; 
I 
C y-se-fy*h - I(s, h)/d% 2t5r(+ S) , 
Re(v)sO I 
where I(s, h) is given by (3.25). 
We can now conclude from (3.26) that the functions c,,(s) and [Js), thus 
defined, have analytic continuations which satisfy the functional equation 
5$(S) + P(l - s) (2”1(1 - 4 + (2-” - 4) 5(1 - 4 
(3.29) 
= _ $/z 2&” 
m - 4 4 
q-+ s) Lo - 4. 
If we now use the duplication formula 
and the result 
T(2S) l-(g) = 225-V(s) qs + 4) 
wm -4=&, 
the right side of (3.29) becomes 
- 2r(l - S) sin 3s~ [,(l - s). 
Hence, we have the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 3.1. The “secondary zeta-functions” defined by definition 3.1, 
have analytic continuations which satisfy the functional equation: 
5,(s) + r(1 - S) {2-ST(l - S) + (2-S - 4) <(I - S)] 
= - 2T(1 - s) sin 4~77 [,(l - s), 
where T(S) is defined by 
y(s) = f (- 1)” (2n + l)-” = I-” - 3-s + 9” - *.. , 
n=o 
for Re(s) > 1 and by its analytic continuation elsewhere. 
Remark. It is to be noted that the functional equation, connecting c@(s) 
and &,(s) just deduced, differs from the functional Eq. (1.3) connecting Z,(S) 
and Z,(S), as mentioned in the introduction by a term - 2l+F(l - s). This 
can be accounted for without too much difficulty by considering the limits 
of the various integrals involved. 
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